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'ffiE DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT .ANll MATING llESIGN 
OF A SCREW COMPRESSOR RO'I'JR PAIR 
Xiong Zenan 
Xi 1 an Jiaotong Univeait.y 
Xi'an, Shaanx.i Pmvince, The People's Republic of China 
ABS?'RACT 
The actual profile of the screw compressor rotor 
and its engaged clearance have a great effect on 
the volumetric efficiency, and also on the noise, 
thus affecting the economy of the compressor to a 
great extent. 
The paper describes the dynamic measurement in 
connection with the working process of the compre~ 
sor, and the inspection and analysis of the whole 
rotor profile and the engaged clearance. The 
results of the research on the relationship between 
the inspection data, the mating design, the techno-
logy and the performance are also mentioned. 
INTROllUCTION 
Recently, Screw compressors are advancing rapidly, 
because of their small size, light wight,freedom 
from wear. Beside, they have not pulsating and 
operate steadity. The rotor's profile design and 
the curved surface e=rs in precessing have a 
great influence on the leakage and volumetric 
efficiency. The gas will go through a sealed line 
from high pressure to low one (For non-symmetrical 
profile rotor pairs, the length of the sealed line 
of the rotor pairs ¢ 200mm 1s 971mm). There must 
be an engaged gap in order to prevent the rotor 
or the whole compressor from destruction in case 
they are not well coordinated. If the gap paths 
are not uniform, the noise will increase. The 
amount of the gas discharged is also affected Qy 
the errors of the curved surface of the rotor. 
The occurrence of the sealed volume in the form 
of crescent will result in the interfl.ow of twc 
different pressure volumes so as to bring about 
inner leakage which causes the increase in power. 
The article given here discribes how to take the 
network measurement according to the coupled 
matrix of rotor pair, so as to obtain spatial 
data for an actual curved surface of the rotor. 
Meanwhile measured matrix and tolerance matrix 
are compared in order to evaluate the quality. 
Through the inspection and analysis of the duaH-
ctic function for forming curved surface, the 
separation on the error and data processing can 
be done to find out the relationship between 
relevant parameters and characteristic index. In 
this way, we can associate the design and perform-
ance with its processing. 
MEASURING PRINCIPT,E 
The dynamic measurement apparatus (in brief later 
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referred to as apparatus) researched and manufac-
tured by us has made the network measurements of 
the profile parameter t and the screw parameter 
1; ; imitating the rotor•s moving state, the 
appax-a tus measured the engaged clearance of the 
corresponding points of engagement, and this kind 
of measurement is that of working precision real-
ized on the basis of the principle of the actual 
distance to the centre. The result is that the 
optimum engaged clea~ce can be obtained under 
the present processing conditions. The three-
dimensional parameters are measured in accordance 
with the node of t and -c (see Fig. 1 ), so it is 
possible to get an error matrix of the node, and 
then make a synthetic appraisal of quality by 
means of the comparison line. 
This kind of measurement is intended to measure 
out and then to record and dispose the profile 
error which may appear first in the course of 
processing and then when the rotors are being 
used; and also to inquire how it is related with 
the rotor's operational performance. The control 
of· the apparatus and its data processing are 
completed with the help of a micro-processor. In 
order to simplify the apparatus mechanism, raise 
the acuracy and speed of measurement, a series of 
measures are taken to replace part of the mecha-
nism with calculations. 
The apparatus was used in non-contact and contact 
measuring in turn, and the largest non-coincidence 





1.2-- network node of corresponding engage-
ment 
Fig 1. network node measurement of rotor pairs 
COUPT,ED DESIGN 
The rotor pairs of a screw compressor are mating 
works. Its engaged curved surface ~onsists of 
several pa~·ts. FR1 a.nd FRc represents the correspond1ng engaged curved surface <:,f fema1.e 
rotor and ma:J.e rotor respectively, then they are 
functions of profile parameter t and screw 
paremeter 't' • Al. though FR r and FR 2 are non-
linear function of t and '!: 1 they are linear 
function of trigonometrical func ti0n of t and 'l: 
they can become :inear functions of t and 7: by 
processing trw dam. In this cas~;, there is a de-
sign rna trix be tween vee t<"r and design parameter. 
( a.,, (i ., ~"} (t) 1....1. 22 I"[: 
where a,1 a 12 a!l1 a 1!1 F1re al J ncmzero coeffic-
ient Therefore, it is a coupled rna trix. It is 
indicated in Fi~ 2 how tc• use function space 
describing TJhyaica 1 (inc! udinr geometry) space. 
Fill ? coupled design 
Accordinr to equation ( 1 ) , the chanore "f FR ,_ (the curved surface of maJ.e rotor) can be caused 
by change of either t or 't" both, and FR 1 (the 
curved of female rotor) wiJJ. also be changed 
correspondingly. 
Since the profile design of the screw rotor be-
longs in the designing of coup:ling, its conditions 
of mating are as follows: 
1. The profi"l e on the cross section are mated. 
2. The rotor ratio lead equals the drive ratio. 
THE COUPLED ERROR 
According to the aforesaid principle of conpled 
design thig apparatus can be used to measure the 
value t and "t of two serews respectively, the 
error line which is formed by the corresponing 
engagement points of the screw pair, then the 
coupled error can be found, as so ca:led, which 
is the measuring of working precision, and not 
geometric precision. Every instantaneou8 engaging 
clearance of the screw pair is shown in J!'iqure()), 
whi~h is the error of valve that is measured 
and recorded res pee ti ve ly according to the same 
time range. IJf course the absolute valve of the 
engagement dearance shown in Figure (3) is gotten 
by two times of demarcating. \.:e take the dispersed 
values fram the r~cord, and use the miniature 
electronic computer to ca,-1cu:ate these values, 
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then we can get that average of the clearance 
value is 56.3 that is the average en~agement­
cl.earanoe value of 60 pairs of corresponding 
engagement points taken from three cycles of the 
positive screw and two ayc·les of the negative 
screw, which can be considered as the avevage of 
a pair of serews, the maximum clearance value is 
79,2 , and the minimum 36.4 • This wavin~ . 




observation time (sec) 
Fig 3 measuring engaged clearance on 
corresponding engaged points 
According to the aforesaid engagement-clearance 
value which is measured and calcu.lated practical-
J.y, we can decrease the engagement-clearance value 
which has rel ected blindly. If we seJ.ect the 
optimun engagement-clearcmce value during the 
design, the volume efficiency of the machine can 
be increased efficiently. If we decrease the 
larger period errors or select and conple a pair 
of screws 1 the noise can be become lower. 
when the engagement-a} earance va1ue is larger 
than the Maximum value or sma) ler than minimum 
value, the equipment that is controled by the 
miniature e I ectronic computer well give an alarm. 
This means a larger amount of Jekage or that 
the screw pair Y~ell bite each other. 
ERROR SEPARA TIGN 
It is very important to separate the curved 
surface error which is yielded by the function 
of a single error, eo as to raise the compressor 
performance. The error of engagement gap obtained 
by the apparatus consists of shope error lead 
error and index plate error. 
1 • Lead Error 
The screw error (Fig 4) measured can be dealt 
with by employing the principle of correlative 
analysis o~ statistics. In order to gain the J.ead 
er~)r, it is necessary to define the constant A 
and B of the equation Y = A + Bx. 
In order to find out the lead error it is neces-
sary to make the index pJ.ate error become zero 
The horizontal coordinates is pJ.otted as observa-
tion time ( t), the norma2. is plotted as amplitude (!. ) in Fig 4 • 
zo 
ID 
o.s /.0 IS 
observation time (sec) 
Fig 4 measuring screw errcr 
0,~----------~~-,------------------~ 
Fig 5 r,ead error gained by statistics 
Let the value 
versus X be 
then the error: 
Y which is o:n the straight line 
Y* and the measured value be Y , 
$;_ "' Y;, - Yt 
"" Yt - (A + BX1 (?) 
which is compoAed of the mee.sured value Gt is I:6i. 
/;t5tf = {d, 1 t- /6~/-t 1~/+ --- -+/6n./ ( 3) 
Owing to the difficulty ih calculating ab~olute 
magnitude, we use Q which adds up all the s~uare 
of error for expressing the tota:t error 
Q""' :f;o/::: _t, ( Ji -(A+BX0] 2 (4) 
Q, is the function of A and B, which is not 
negative, therefore, there must be the minima1. 
value of Q, Thus, we can find out the partial 
derivatives of Q for A and B respectively, and 




J, == y - B:X: (7) 
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- 1~ .. X = x. y ~ v. -n~ .. n ., 
-
-B = _if ex~· x} ( Yt Y) (B) 
" )2 ~ ( xi X'" 
As is given above, the sample of measuring signal 
and the ca.lcu1ation of program have been cotnp:!,eted 
by the microcomputor attached to the apparatus. 
? • Profile Error 
The curved surface is determined by profile t 
and 1:: • It is clear that profi i.e and its error 
are the important eigen-parameters in engaged 
condition. ',,'i th new profile coming up one by one, 
great suc.,ess has been achieved on narrowing the 
leakage triangular and reducing the length of 
contact ~ ine. However, the profile error obtained 
in practice is beh'een 25/J- and 35 p.. because of 
many factors. It is mainly caused by tool, which 
companied with the machine too !-tonga-workpiece 
system that cause screw error compose the complete 
concept of curved surface error. 
In the COAt.seof measuring profiJ es the essential 
work is comparing the actual profile with the 
standard one. The definition of initial point is 
very important. 
3. The Correlaty of ro.tor pairs 
Making use of the curve of the corresponding 
engaged point error (Fig E). 1/e can work out its 
correlation function to judge the engagement 
quaJity of a rotor pair and perfecty of gas path 
bet1.1een the two rotors and ther@by to find 
optimU!Tl match for either of the rotors with the 
purpose of reducing noise and raise volumetric 
efficiency. The correlation function of the two 
rotors marked as R1t:[("'l;), the error curve of 
mace rotor as X( t ), the error curve of female 
rotor as Y(t ). lt 1 T 
Rxy(-z;) "',.;.,T ~. x(t) y(t+~) ctt (9) 





observation time (sec) 
Fig 6 relativity of rotor pairs 
\-/here t is observation time, -e- is delay time 
Rxy( "t: )=0 shows that workpiece canna t engage. 
Rxy('t )"'1 shows that engagement is perfect 
r 
t 
Therefore the value of function Rxy\ 't: ) is the 
index for perfection of the two rotors' enga~ement 
4. Spectral Analysis 
According to Foriers's judgement any synthetic 
curve is a number of sine curves superposed upon 
each other. So it can be disintegrated into several 
sine curves. And the comprehensive error curve 
in process accords with this prineiple. Then we 
can use Fast Forier Transform (for short FFT) 
to pick out the main frequencies which form the 
rotors' synthetic error and then use exciting-
vibration method to find out the main causes 
which bring about errors in meachine-tools 
system. 
A A lpl35' A '188 
f ('/.D9f) f (Jo.<.<~l 
frequency (Hz) 
(A) Male rotor 
frequency (Hz) 
(B) Female rotor 
Fig 7 Frequency analysis of rotor pairs 
Fig 7 (A) (B) are spectral aualysis diagrams of 
female and male rotors respectively. In Fig 7 (A) for example, errors of 4.095 Hz 20.475Hz 
and 37.245H:;:. their contributions in error curve 
are 435, 488, 21;5 respectively 
Because the measured curved surface error of the 
mating workpieces is an accidentaJ specimen 
record, have also made analysis of self-correla-
tion co-correlation, self-power spectrum, mutual-
power spectrum and so on, in order to determine 
the degree of error stability, distinguish sys-
tematic error from accidendal error, provide 
information in strength related with the vibrating 
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energy. 
The analyses of rotor pair's correlativity and 
the main components which form the rotor's error 
have been carried out and displayed in the 
microcomputer affiliated to the apparatus. 
CONCLUSION 
The rotors of a screw compressor are preclslon-
matched to go around together for the rest of 
their lives. Their screw surface are both formed 
with the help of parameters t and -c • With 
the function vector of the profiles and the 
design parameter it is possible to set up a 
design matrix (the design is a coupling one). The 
apparatus makes netvrork measurements of the 
parameters t and ~ just according to the-
principle of the formation of surface, and owing 
to the arran~ement of all the measuring points 
at the corresponding engaged points, the error 
of node in the network measuring can be obtained, 
which will provide most valuable information for 
us to deAign optimization. 
Parameters t and ~ lead to the changes of 
surface (FR changes), varied zones for bettering 
the coupling design can be gained in the isogram, 
which are useful in judging if the coupling design 
is good or bad. There. are surface changes 
caused by fnrce or thermaJ deformation and the 
error of parameters t and ~ , the locali za-
tion and value of the exceeding of the coupling 
range created by such changes can be worked out 
through the fixed-parameter method (or first 
thxough simulation test and then calculate), thus 
we can avoid detours in the early period of 
designing and make the connection between design-
ing, manufacturing and measuring more theori2ed. 
The screw curved surface obtained through network 
measurement can be made into smooth curved 
surface, the solid figure of which can be shown 
on the screen. It l!lay be applied to rotor pairs 
of different specifications if the boundary 
conditions are changed. 
In the practical measuring work in users-factories 
the apparatus has given outs tanding results--- the 
best engaged clearance has been achieved. Experi-
ments have proved that every 0.01 mm decrease 
of engaged clearance of the screw compressor 
rotors raises the volumetric effeciency by 196 
or so. Under the working condition of -10/+30 (vaporization temperature ·c / condensation 
temperature 't: ) , ·and Refrigerating Capaci t,y 
being 5?0,000 Kcal/hr, every compressor reduce 
energy distribution b,y 30,000 kwh annually. 
The principle and practice described in this 
artie le can be applied to rna ting rotors of 
various profiles. 
The measuring apparatus used is researched and 
made by Xi'an Jiaotong Univesity, Han Jiang 
Machine Tool Works and Ruban Refrigeration 
Equipment Plant. 
NOTATION 
t Profile parameter · 
Screw parameter r 
FR. I 
FR2 
Curved surface of male 
Curved surface 6f female which 
is corresponding engaged cured 
surface of FF1.1 
Nonzero coefficient of coupled 
design 
A,B(Fig 5) 
Y* (Fig 5) 
Constant value in lead error 
The value Y which is on the * 
straight line versus Xi be Y< 
Adds up all the square of 




Y (t) (Fig 6) 
Rxy ('t') 
Error curve of male rotor 
Error curve of female rotor 
Correlation function of the 
two rotors 
A (Fig 7) Amplitude of centain frequency 
or contribution of centain 
frequeney error 
f (Fig 7) Error frequency 
TABLE 
Table 1 Engaged clearance influence on 
the value Ke and volumetric 
t:;fficiency 




u Refrigerat- axle- Volume- synthe-
ing power tric tic 
g capacity Q eficie- index QJ 




%n +30 5% 80000 ~ 4 oz . 89 0 ~/ 503 
~ 0 ~ 9 0000 ~ 158 0~ 0.880 ~ 100 
z 3~ 83<l00 ~ 46 '0~ . 835 ~ 623 
%o 0 2~ 880 oo ~ 40.6 0.~ A. 828 ~ 2048 
%. 0 2~ 31000 ~ 33 ~ .832 1~ 1736 
%a 0 l~ 88500 ~ 27.5 ~ 2 ~ 478 
~ 1~-50000 ~ 22.3 ~ 7 ~ 226 
the engaged clearance: 
rotor pairs A: O.lB mm 
rotor pairs B: 0.13 mm 
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Table 11 Engaged clearance influence on 
the discharge capacity 
machine dis char- suet- wat- eng a- disch-
index ge ion er ged arge 
pressu- head head clear- capaci-
re temp- (nun) ance ty 
ratu- . (mm) (m/min) 
Kg/cm2 re 
5# 4 24 •c 485 0.13 16.31 
8'#' 4 29 •c 433 0.18 15.11 
Tfrble 111 measured profile errors 
measured 
coordinates 




type Ai-0.101 -0.150 -0.078 -0.015 
·.-i H 3t I.H 0 type Bi-0.070 -0.051 -0.045 -0.0 35 0 H 
H H" · 
O.QJ type c 0.29 0 0.284 0.264 0.196 
-0.156 0 ~.309 2.49 6 ~.048 8.183 graph 
-0.029 0.004 p.Ol20 0.027 b.046 0. 091 ~,r· 
'll--"'= 
0.079 0.100 1-0 .15 8 0.237 0.145 0.151 ~ll 
'IS ,......_ 
-0.612 Q999 -0.658 -0.528 -1.31 1.283 ~+ 
Type A -Caused by fit angle error in tool 
mainly 
Type B -Baside A, caursed PY non-symmetrical 
between tool and rotor 
Type C -Caused by distance erroe to the 
centre 
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